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Apoptosisle-strand breaks (DSBs) were directly visualized in functionally and structurally
different chromatin domains of human cells. The results show that genetically inactive condensed chromatin
is much less susceptible to DSB induction by γ-rays than expressed, decondensed domains. Higher sensitivity
of open chromatin for DNA damage was accompanied by more efﬁcient DSB repair. These ﬁndings follow
from comparing DSB induction and repair in two 11 Mbp-long chromatin regions, one with clusters of highly
expressed genes and the other, gene-poor, containing mainly genes having only low transcriptional activity.
The same conclusions result from experiments with whole chromosome territories, differing in gene density
and consequently in chromatin condensation. It follows from our further results that this lower sensitivity of
DNA to the damage by ionizing radiation in heterochromatin is not caused by the simple chromatin
condensation but very probably by the presence of a higher amount of proteins compared to genetically
active and decondensed chromatin. In addition, our results show that some agents potentially used for cell
killing in cancer therapy (TSA, hypotonic and hypertonic) inﬂuence cell survival of irradiated cells via changes
in chromatin structure and efﬁciency of DSB repair in different ways.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Chromosomes are organized in territories which are non-
randomly distributed in cell nuclei. In many human cell types,
chromosome territories (CTs) have a radial organization [1–3];
however, the basic principles of chromatin folding in CTs are not yet
clearly understood. A large body of evidence shows that the higher-
order folding of chromatin ﬁbres in CTs is closely related to genome
function, in particular, transcription and replication [[4] and citations
herein]. Recent experiments show that dynamic changes in chromatin
structure in the vicinity of DSBs are required for their repair [5,6].
These changes reﬂect local chromatin decondensation connected with
post-translational modiﬁcations of histones, and assembly of diverse
proteins at the sites of chromosomal lesions [6,7].
Double-strand breaks (DSBs) in DNA occur frequently in the
genome through the action of DNA-damaging agents or during
genome replication [8]. They are hazardous for the cell because
improper repair of them may lead to tumorigenic translocations [9].
The most dangerous translocations are those affecting proto-onco-
genes, oncogenes, regulatory DNA sequences and genes. Since most
coding genes occur in open chromatin [10,11], it is important to know
whether this chromatin has greater sensitivity to DNA-damaging
agents than condensed chromatin, which contains a low density of
genes characterized by a low level of transcriptional activity. In other
words, we wish to know how DNA damage is affected by chromatin20 541240498.
l rights reserved.structure and the architecture of the interphase nucleus. The inﬂuence
of chromatin structure on the susceptibility of DNA to damage, and the
efﬁciency of its repair in human lymphocytes, were indirectly deduced
from the different yields of aberrations observed for individual
chromosomes in mitosis [12,13]. There were more exchange aberra-
tions in chromosomes that contained a higher density of genes.
Although the results clearly show a higher risk of chromosomal
translocations in gene-dense chromatin, they do not provide evidence
of higher sensitivity of this open chromatin to the initial DNA damage,
since not all DSBs give rise to exchange aberrations; indeed, most
breaks are repaired correctly soon (several minutes) after their
induction [14,15]. Therefore, the results described above, as well as
other recent results, do not deal either with the induction or kinetics
of DSB repair in different chromatin structures. Moreover, gene
density and the expression of particular loci may differ according to
the cell type studied, which requires further studies of the relationship
between these factors.
The radial distribution of chromosomes in human interphase
nuclei is correlated with gene density. The most gene-rich chromo-
somes are localized in the central part of the nucleus, whereas the
gene-poor chromosomes occupy more peripheral positions close to
the nuclear membrane [1,3]. This arrangement of chromosomes
evidently has functional importance, because it correlates with gene
expression [16]. Besides, it has been suggested that the radial
organization could have a protective role for the genome [17].
Heterochromatic chromosomes located at the nuclear periphery
might absorb mutagens as they enter the nucleus, and hence protect
DNA in the central part of the nucleus from damage. This arrangement
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since themost gene-rich chromosomes are located in the centre of the
nucleus [17]. However, a protective effect of the radial arrangement of
chromosomes against the oxidative effect of UV-C radiation was not
found; indeed, more damage was induced in the nuclear centre than
at the periphery [18]. On the basis of these ﬁndings, the authors
suggested that the sequences located in the centre of the nucleus are
more susceptible to damage. Again, these results do not show directly
the inﬂuence of chromatin structure on sensitivity to DNA-damaging
agents, but do show unequivocally that there are factors responsible
for the non-homogeneous distribution of DSBs in the cell nucleus.
Nowadays, the above mentioned questions can be addressed more
directly and more precisely due to progress in microscopical and
immunological techniques. Themost convenientmethod for detection
and nuclear localization of DSBs (the most dangerous DNA damage)
immediately after their induction is the direct observation of
phosphorylated H2AX (γH2AX), which accumulates speciﬁcally at
sites of DSBs [19,20] and which can be visualized by speciﬁc antibody.Fig. 1. The parameters used for characterization of chromosomes and speciﬁc chromosomal r
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analysed in this work. DSB induction and repair in these regions were
compared with those in selected nuclear territories of interphase
chromosomes differing in their gene density (and content of RIDGEs)
and consequently in chromatin condensation. To analyse whether
simple changes in chromatin compaction alone (without participation
of chromatin binding proteins) can inﬂuence DSB induction and repair
efﬁciency, these processes were also studied after experimentally
induced transient chromatin hyper- or hypocondensation by short
(<10 min) incubation of cells in media with different osmolarities. The
short exposure to high osmolarity leads to the immediate restoration
of chromatin structure and cell functions and do not increase the
annexin positivity of cells after their transfer to the normal (isotonic)
medium. Hypertonic treatment of cells was described earlier as a
method of reversibly modifying chromatin structure [22,23], sensitiz-
ing cells to chromosomal damage and killing by ionizing radiation
[24]. Moreover, it was shown that injection of 7.2% saline into a
carcinoma inhibited tumor growth [25]. High salt injections have also
been used clinically for a wide variety of lesions including renal cysts,
hemangioma and lumbar vertebral disks [25]. It is therefore of utmost
importance to deeply analyse mechanisms by which higher osmolar-
ity inﬂuences DNA sensitivity to DSB induction and repair. The
inﬂuence of another promising enhancer of radiation therapy [26,27],
histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibitor trichostatin A (TSA), on DSB
induction and repair was also investigated. While hyper/hypotonic
treatment inﬂuences folding of the total nuclear chromatin, HDAC
inhibitors, globally increase acetylation of histones, leading to
reversible decondensation of dense chromatin regions [28].
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Cell culture, synchronization and irradiation
Human skin BJ ﬁbroblasts, obtained from the American Type
Culture Collection (Manassas, VA, USA),were grown inDMEMmedium
supplemented with 10% fetal calf serum (FCS), penicillin (100 I.E.) and
streptomycin (100 μg/ml) at 37 °Cwith 5% CO2. Synchronization of cells
in theG0 phaseof the cell cyclewas achieved by incubation of conﬂuent
culturewithout serum for 4 days. After trypsinization, cellswere plated
onmicroscope slides and incubated in themediumwith 10% serum for
12 h before irradiation. During this period, more than 95% of cells were
in the G1 phase of the cell cycle [6]. Cells were irradiated with γ-rays
from 60Cowith different doses: 1.0, 1.5, 3.0, 5.0 and 7 Gy (1 Gy/min). To
explore the role of chromatin structure in radiosensitivity of cells, the
osmolarity of the medium was changed 5 min before irradiation of
cells, and maintained in this medium after irradiation 5–120 min
before ﬁxation. In another experiment, the irradiated cells, incubated
for different periods of time in hyper- or hypoosmotic medium, were
transferred to normal physiological medium, in which they were
incubated for 10 min to 24 h before ﬁxation.
2.2. Formation of medium with different osmolarities
The osmolarity of standard culture medium is 290 mOsm [23]. To
obtain hypercondensed chromatin (HCC), the cells were incubated in a
hyperosmotic medium (HOM) with an osmolarity of 570 mOsm. This
medium was prepared by addition of 1 ml 20 × PBS (2.8 M NaCl,
54 mM KCl, 130 mM Na2PO4, 30 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.4) to 19 ml DMEM
containing 10% FCS [23]. To reverse the effect, the cells were
transferred directly to the standard physiological mediumFig. 2. Characteristics (A, B) of the ﬁve chromosomes (HSA2, HSA4, HSA11, HSA18 and HSA1
γ-radiation (dose of 3 Gy). (A) Gene density according to Ensemble database (orange) an
content is expressed by different colors) (B) transcriptome maps (blue) and “ridgeograms”
more detailed explanation of these panels (A and B). (C) Images of ﬁbroblast nuclei with sim
for HSA11) and induced γH2AX foci (green; red for HSA11) detected 15 min PI.(290 mOsm); up to about 10–15 min the hyperosmotic (and also
hypoosmotic) treatment has no effect on cell viability and all changes
in chromatin structure and cellular processes were reversible.
Hypocondensed chromatin in cells was obtained by cell incubation
in hypoosmotic (HypoOM) medium. Hypoosmotic medium of about
140mOsmwas prepared by diluting standard culture mediumwith an
equal quantity of sterile ddH2O. Since chromatin condensation and
decondensation started within seconds, washing in physiological salt
solution before cell ﬁxation was strictly avoided. The inﬂuence of
HDAC inhibition on chromatin structure and cell radiosensitivity was
studied by the addition of 1 μM or 0.2 μM trichostatin A (TSA) (Sigma-
Aldrich, UK) to standard medium 12 h before irradiation, and keeping
the cells in this medium for different periods of time after irradiation,
prior to cell ﬁxation.
2.3. Annexin positivity
An apoptosis detection kit (Sigma-Aldrich, UK) was used to detect
the early stages of apoptosis in cells exposed to the hyperosmotic
medium (570 mOsm). The principal component of this kit is annexin
V-Cy3 that binds to phosphatidyl-serine (PS) if this is transposed to
the external side of the plasma membrane. This transposition occurs
at the onset of apoptosis, and thus makes the PS available for binding
to annexin V. Binding was observed as red ﬂuorescence. The
procedure was performed on cells growing on microscope slides
according to the manufacturer's recommendations. Living cells were
stained green, due to their capacity to hydrolyse 6-carboxyﬂuorescein
diacetate, which is the part of the kit.
2.4. Cell ﬁxation and immunoﬂuorescence staining of proteins
Cells were ﬁxedwith 4% formaldehyde in 1 × PBS for 10min at room
temperature (RT), washed several times in 1 × PBS, permeabilized with
0.2%TritonX100/PBS for 15min, andwashed three times for 5min in 1×
PBS. Before incubation with primary antibody (overnight at 4 °C), the
cells were blocked with 7% inactivated FCS+2% bovine serum albumin/
PBS for 30 min at RT. Antibodies from two different hosts (rabbit and
mouse) were used to detect two different proteins in the same nuclei:
anti-phospho-H2AX (serine139), anti-phospho-ATM(1981), anti-HP1β,
anti-acetyl-histone H4 lysine 5, and anti-dimethyl-histone H3 lysine 9
were fromUpstate Biotechnology (Lake Placid, NY). Anti-phospho-NBS1
(serine 343) and anti-53BPwere from Cell Signaling, anti-DNA-PK from
Santa Cruz Biotechnology (CA, USA), and anti BRCA1, clone M4C7, from
Millipore (MA, USA). Secondary antibodies were afﬁnity puriﬁed FITC-
conjugated donkey anti-mouse and Cy3-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit
from Jackson Laboratory (West Grove, PA). The mixture of both
antibodies was applied to each slide (after their pre-incubation with
5.5% donkey serum/PBS for 30 min at RT) and incubated for 1 h in the
dark at RT. This was followed bywashing (three times for 5min each) in
PBS. Cells were counterstained with 1 μM TOPRO-3 (Molecular Probes,
Eugene, USA) in 2 × saline sodium citrate (SSC) prepared fresh from a
stock solution. After brief washing in 2 × SSC, Vectashield medium
(Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, USA) was used for the ﬁnal
mounting of slides.
2.5. ImmunoFISH
ImmunoFISH was used to analyse the amount and localization of
double-strand breaks (visualized as γ-H2AX foci) in the territories of
human chromosomes HSA2, HSA4, HSA11, HSA18 and HSA19.9) used for quantiﬁcation of the chromatin density effect on the induction of DSBs by
d isochore distributions for individual chromosomes from Costantini et al. [56] (GC
(triangles) are from Caron et al. [10] and Versteeg et al. [11] respectively (see Fig. 1 for
ultaneously visualized (ImmunoFISH) territories of speciﬁc chromosomes (red; green
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Fig. 3. Inﬂuence of different chromosomal parameters on the induction of DSBs by γ-radiation.
2402 M. Falk et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1783 (2008) 2398–2414Chromosomes 19 and 18 (HSA19 and HSA18) were selected
because of their contrasting characteristics and similar molecular
size: HSA19 is genetically the most active chromosome in the
human genome (human transcriptome map, [10]) with a decon-
densed, open chromatin structure; on the other hand, HSA18 is
characterized by a very low transcription level and very compact
chromatin. HSA2 is a chromosome with intermediate parameters,
whereas HSA11 and HSA4 are further examples of active/
decondensed and inactive/condensed chromosomes respectively.Fig. 4. Comparison of chromatin texture in the territories of HSA19, containing a high density
expression. (A) Upper: nuclei show the location of HSA4 and HSA19 territories (red) in nuclei
PI. γH2AX foci are green. Lower: series of enlarged images of the HSA4 and HSA19 territorie
merged images of chromosomal territories (CTs) and nuclear chromatin (red); and chromosom
chromosome territory. Green foci indicate the location of DSBs. It can be seen that these foci a
3, or red color of CTs). (B) Comparison of γH2AX foci location after immunodetection with
denaturation (ImmunoFISH). Merging the two upper images shows that the location of γH2A
HSA4 (red) in z-steps of 0.2 μm, showing the location of γH2AX foci (green) in the region oThe level of DSB damage was also studied in two genomic regions
with a known density of highly expressed genes and with well
deﬁned chromatin structure [4]. The RIDGE region (R) contains a
large number of highly expressed genes and markedly decon-
densed chromatin, in contrast to the gene-poor and condensed
anti-RIDGE (AR) region. Chromatin in this region is about 40%
more condensed than in a RIDGE ([4] and our unpublished
results). The size of both regions is 11 Mbp, both are located at
11q and separated by 12 Mbp.of highly expressed genes, and HSA4, with a low density of genes having generally low
of human ﬁbroblasts irradiated with a dose of 3 Gy and subjected to immunoFISH 15min
s showing nuclear chromatin condensation as the intensity of TOPRO-3 (blue); or grey;
al territories alone (red). Different intensities of red showchromatin compaction in the
re predominantly located in regions of low chromatin density (faintly labeled by TOPRO-
out denaturation of chromatin (Immuno) and after immunoFISH including chromatin
X foci is almost unchanged after immunoFISH. (C) Optical slices through the territory of
f low chromatin density (faintly red).
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2404 M. Falk et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1783 (2008) 2398–2414Directly labeled painting probes (Appligene-Oncor, Illkirch, France)
for visualization of whole chromosomal territories were treated
before hybridization according to the manufacturer's instructions.
The probes for RIDGE and anti-RIDGE regions, conjugated with
digoxigenin and biotin respectively, were obtained from S. Goetze
(Swammerdam Institute of Live Sciences, University of Amsterdam).
The immunoFISH protocol was adopted from [21] with slight
modiﬁcations. In brief, the cells, on slides, were ﬁxed in 4%
formaldehyde/0.1% Triton X 100 for 30 min at 4 °C, followed by
inactivation of aldehyde groups in 100 mM glycine/PBS for 20 min.
Cells were permeabilized in 0.5% Triton X 100/0.5% saponin in PBS for
1 h and washed (3×5 min) in PBS. Before incubation overnight at 4 °C
with antibody for γH2AX, the cells were blocked with 5% FCS/PBS for
30 min. Washing (3×5 min) in PBS preceded blocking with 5% donkey
serum/PBS for 30 min and incubationwith secondary antibody for 1 h,
followed by washing in PBS (3×5 min). To ﬁx the antibody before cell
denaturation, the slides were immersed in 4% formaldehyde/0.1%
Triton X 100 for 30 min at 4 °C, followed by inactivation of aldehyde
groups in 100 mM glycine/PBS for 20 min. Cells were permeabilized in
0.5% Triton X 100/0.5% saponin in PBS for 35 min, washed in PBS
(3×5 min), treated with 0.1 M HCl for 18 min, washed (3×5 min), and
incubated in 20% glycerol for 15 min, and then in 2 × SSC for 10 min.
Denaturation was performed in 70% formamide/2 × SSC (pH 7) for
3min, followed by 50% formamide/2 × SSC for 1min, both at 74 °C. The
probes were denatured separately at 75 °C for 10 min, preannealed for
30 min at 37 °C and applied to denatured cells on slides. After
hybridization overnight, slides were washed, and chromatin was
stained with TOPRO-3 and mounted in Vectashield (Vector Labora-
tories, Burlingame, CA, USA). The slides labeled with RIDGE or anti-
RIDGE probes conjugated with digoxigenin or biotin were blocked
with 7% FCS/2% BSA for 30 min before detection with anti-
digoxigenin-Cy3 and streptavidin-FITC, respectively, for 1 h at RT,
followed by washing in 4 × SSC/0.1% Tween 20 at 37 °C (3×5 min),
chromatin labeling, and mounting in Vectashield.
2.6. Image acquisition and confocal microscopy
An automated Leica DM RXA ﬂuorescence microscope, equipped
with a CSU10a Nipkow disc (Yokogawa, Japan) for confocal imaging, a
CoolSnap HQ CCD-camera (Photometrix, Tucson, AZ, USA) and an Ar/
Kr-laser (Innova 70C, Coherent, Palo Alto, CA) and an oil immersion
Plan Fluotar objective (100×/NA1.3) was used for image acquisition
[29,30]. Automated exposure, image quality control and other
procedures were performed using FISH 2.0 software [29,30]. The
exposure time and dynamic range of the camera in the red, green and
blue channels were adjusted to the same values for all slides to obtain
quantitatively comparable images. Forty serial optical sections were
captured at 0.2 μm intervals along the z-axis at a constant
temperature of 26 °C.
3. Results
3.1. DSB induction in chromatin containing different amounts of
highly expressed genes
3.1.1. The dependence of DSB induction on chromosome gene density
The sensitivity of DNA to DSB induction was compared for ﬁve
chromosomes, differing in their molecular size (DNA content, [Mbp]),
isochore composition, gene density, the number of highly transcribed
genes, the overall level of transcription and consequently their
chromatin structure; these parameters are explained in Fig. 1 and
the characteristics of all the chromosomes studied are summarized in
Fig. 2A, B. DSB induction and the consequent repair process were
studied by means of immunoFISH, enabling direct visualization of
γH2AX foci, the markers of DSB, together with individual interphase
chromosomal territories (Fig. 2C).In correlation with the highest gene density (23.9 genes/Mbp),
overall expression activity and number of intensely expressed genes of
HSA19 (Fig. 2A, B), irradiation of cells with γ-rays induced the largest
number of DSBs per megabase pair of all the chromosomes analysed
within the territory of this chromosome (0.12 DSB/Mbp) (Figs. 2C and
3). The gene density of HSA11 is still high, but nevertheless about half
that of HSA19 (13.75 genes/Mbp); on the other hand, its molecular
size, 134.4 Mbp, is about twice that of HSA19 (63.8 Mbp) (table in Fig.
2A). Interestingly, the mean number of DSBs induced under the same
conditions inside the territory of HSA11 was about half (0.07 DSB/
Mbp) that of HSA19 (Figs. 2C and 3).
HSA18 has a very low density of genes (4.3 genes/Mbp, Fig. 2A) and
does not contain highly expressed genes at all (Fig. 2B). Despite being
about the samemolecular size as HSA19 (76.1Mbp), themean number
of DSBs induced inside the territory of this chromosomewas a quarter
of that for HSA19 (0.03 DSB/Mbp) (Fig. 3). The molecular size of HSA4
is about three times larger (191.7Mbp) than that of HSA18, but its gene
density is almost the same (4.8 genes/Mbp) (Fig. 2A). Reﬂecting the
latter parameter, the mean number of DSBs induced inside the
territory of HSA4, normalized to one megabase of DNA, was the same
(0.03 DSB/Mbp) as in HSA18 (Fig. 3).
The largest chromosome analysed in this study was HSA2
(243.6 Mbp). Its gene density is rather low (6.2 genes/Mbp), but still
about a third higher than that of HSA4 and HSA18 (Fig. 2A, B). In
accordancewith the gene density of chromosomes analysed, themean
number of DSBs induced in the territory of HSA2 was higher (0.05
DSB/Mbp) than that in HSA18 and HSA4, but signiﬁcantly lower than
that in HSA11 and HSA19 (Fig. 3).
Taken together, these results show unequivocally that the mean
number of DSBs induced inside the chromosome territory correlates
predominantly with the gene density of the chromosome, but not
with the molecular size (DNA content) or nuclear size (the volume of
chromosome territory in an interphase nucleus) (Fig. 3).
3.1.2. DSB induction in RIDGE and anti-RIDGE regions of HSA11
When total nuclear chromatin was counterstained with TOPRO-3,
DSBs immunodetected as γH2AX foci appeared more frequently
(about 70%) in faintly labeled nuclear areas, representing decon-
densed chromatin domains or nuclear space with a low chromatin
concentration (Fig. 4).
To conﬁrm the results for ﬁve different chromosomes described
above, we studied the level of DSB damage in two genomic regions,
a RIDGE and an anti-RIDGE, with known densities of highly
expressed genes and with well deﬁned chromatin structure (Fig.
5A, our unpublished results). In these experiments, the cells were
irradiated with higher doses (7 Gy) of γ-rays to produce a number of
DSBs sufﬁcient for statistical comparison in each 11 Mbp region
analysed. Even after this higher dose, a large fraction of surviving
and normally repairing cells remained, as veriﬁed by annexin
labeling (not shown) and monitoring of DSB repair during the
post-irradiation (PI) period (Fig. 5B, left panel). The mean number of
DSBs induced, counted 15 min PI was 7.93±0.32 in the RIDGE and a
quarter of this (1.90±0.02 DSBs) in the anti-RIDGE (Fig. 5B). This
result clearly shows that γ-radiation preferentially damages DNA in
regions of open, decondensed chromatin.
3.2. Inﬂuence of chromatin structure on DSB repair
The inﬂuence of chromatin structure on the efﬁciency of DSB
repair was studied by monitoring the decrease in DSB number 4 h
PI. During this period, 80.6% of DSBs induced in the RIDGE, but only
52% of those in the anti-RIDGE, were repaired (Fig. 5B, left panel),
indicating that the efﬁciency of DSB repair is also dependent on
chromatin structure. A higher rate of DSB repair was also observed
in gene-dense chromosomes (HSA19, HSA11) than in those with a
low number of genes (HSA18, HSA4) (Fig. 6A, B). Similar to the
Fig. 5. DSBs induction and efﬁciency of repair in RIDGE and anti-RIDGE (both located in 11q) in human ﬁbroblasts irradiated with a dose of 7 Gy of γ-rays. (A) Left: chromosome 11
ideogram and human transcriptome map of HSA11 (from Goetze et al. [4]) showing localization and transcriptional activity of the RIDGE and anti-RIDGE regions studied. Right:
images R display the location and number of γH2AX foci (green) in RIDGE territories (red) of six nuclei, visualized together by immunoFISH. Images AR display the same for γH2AX
foci (red) in relation to anti-RIDGE regions (green). (B) Graph: differences in DSB induction and repair during 4 h PI between the RIDGE and anti-RIDGE regions in cells incubated in
ISO medium (full lines) and in the presence of 1 μm TSA 12 h before irradiation (dashed line). The histogram shows the distribution of DSBs per territory of RIDGE and anti-RIDGE,
15 min PI; μ indicates the mean values±standard error.
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repaired in HSA19 at 4 h after irradiation of the cells with 3 Gy (Fig.
6B). In other chromosomes, these values were 77% in HSA11, 69% in
HSA2, 65% in HSA4, and 60% in HSA18 (Fig. 6B, C). It is obvious,
therefore, that the rapidity of DSB repair in different chromosomes
is correlated with their gene density, and consequently their
chromatin structure.3.2.1. Effect of HDAC inhibition with TSA on the induction and repair of
DSBs in chromatin of different gene density
Incubation of cells with 1 μM trichostatin (TSA) before (12 h) and
during γ-irradiation did not affect the mean number of DSBs
induced, either in chromosomes with a high density of genes
(HSA19, HSA11) or in the RIDGE (Figs. 6A and 5B respectively); the
2406 M. Falk et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1783 (2008) 2398–2414same number of DSBs was also induced in the anti-RIDGE in treated
and control cells (Fig. 5B) On the other hand, TSA treatment
surprisingly increased the mean number of DSBs induced inFig. 6. Inﬂuence of 1 μm TSA on DSB induction and repair in ﬁve chromosomes with different
territory during 4 h of cell incubation in isotonic medium post-irradiation, and in the medium
repair in ﬁve chromosomes with different gene density during cell incubation in isotonic me
Table: statistical signiﬁcance of the differences in DSB induction (15 min PI) and repair (4 h
P>10−2, red: P<10−2 . (C) Images of HSA11 (green) and HSA4 (red) territories with the localchromosome territories containing a low density of genes (Fig.
6A). The efﬁciency of DSB repair was nevertheless slowed down by
TSA in all chromosomes, as well as in the RIDGE and anti-RIDGEgene densities. (A) Induction and decrease of the mean number of DSB per chromosome
supplemented with 1 μmTSA for 12 h before irradiation and 4 h PI. (B) Efﬁciency of DSB
dium for 4 h PI, and in cells treated with 1 μm TSA for 12 h before irradiation and 4 h PI.
PI) between the cells growing in normal medium and that exposed to 1 μm TSA; green:
ization of γH2AX (red or green, respectively) in these territories.
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repair decreased more markedly in the RIDGE region (from 80.6% to
70.5%) than in the anti-RIDGE (from 52% to 45%) (Fig. 5B) and similar,
but not so striking, results were also obtained for chromosomes with
high and low concentrations of expressed genes (Fig. 6). The
efﬁciency of repair decreased from 77.83% to 67.83% in HSA19, from
77.8% to 64% in HSA11, from 69% to 54% in HSA2, and from about 65%
to 56% in HSA4 and HSA18, respectively. It seems therefore, that the
sensitizing effect of TSA on DSB induction predominates in con-
densed, genetically silenced regions of the human genome, whereas
its effect on inhibition of DSB repair takes place throughout the
nucleus, but mainly in highly expressed chromatin domains.
3.3. DSB induction and repair in nuclei with experimentally changed
chromatin condensation
3.3.1. Chromatin condensation
Hyperosmotic treatment is known to condense chromatin, inhibit
tumor growth and sensitize cells to radiation. To determine whether
these effects are functionally related, we have studied the inﬂuence of
hyperosmotic-forced chromatin compaction on induction of DSBs by
ionizing radiation and their repair post-irradiation (PI). We have
addressed also another important question, whether the simple
chromatin condensation provoked by hyperosmotic conditions without
participation of additional proteins correspondswith our results obtained
for functionally and structurally different chromatin domains in situ
under physiological conditions. We studied the formation of γH2AX foci
in human ﬁbroblasts with experimentally changed chromatin condensa-
tion, using an approach ﬁrst described by [31,32]. It allows the transient
inductionofhypercondensedchromatin (HCC) in living cells by increasing
the osmolarity of the culturemedium (290mOsm). Our results show that,
contrary to prolonged treatments, the short-time incubation (about
10 min) of cells in HOM does not inﬂuence the cell viability (Fig. 7A, B).
The hyperosmotic (HOM) treatment of cells for 10 min (HOM-
cells10 min) resulted in marked changes in chromatin texture in the
whole nucleus, manifested as branched bundles of hypercondensed
chromatin (HCC) surrounded by extensive interchromatin space (as
seen in Fig. 7C, middle nucleus). If HOM-cells were γ-irradiated with
1.0 or 3.0 Gy in HOM and left to repair their DNA under these
conditions for 10 min, only small dots of γH2AX and repair proteins
such 53BP (Fig. 7C, middle nucleus), NBS1,MDC1, ATM, BRCA1 etc. (not
shown) were seen, dispersed through the nucleus, instead of the
larger foci observed in normal isotonic (ISO) medium (Fig. 7, the ﬁrst
nucleus). The transfer of irradiated HOM-cells10 min into isotonic
medium for the next 10 min (HOM-ISO-cells10 +10 min) led to complete
restoration of chromatin structure, as well as the formation of γH2AX
foci, showing phosphorylation of H2AX histones and assembly of
repair proteins at these sites of damage (see Fig. 7C, right nucleus, for
53BP, not shown for NBS1, ATM, BRCA1 etc.), and thus reversibility of
the structural and physiological changes induced by HOM (Fig. 7C,
compare the left and right nucleus). Surprisingly, the sensitivity of
hypercondensed chromatin to DSB induction by γ-radiation did not
differ from chromatin in normal cells (P=0.68, Fig. 7D, compare also
the left and right nucleus at Fig. 7C). Cells incubated for 10 min in
HOM, irradiated during this time with 1.5 Gy and left to repair for the
next 10 min in normal medium, had about the same number of DSBs
(26.20±2.30) as in controls (26.35±1.35, Fig. 7D); equivalent results
were obtained for irradiation of cells with 3 Gy (7D, histogram). Also,
quantiﬁcation of the disappearance of γH2AX foci in HOM-cells10 min
at different periods of time after their transfer to normal medium (Fig.
7E) revealed a very similar rate of DSB repair to control cells.
On the other hand, prolonged incubation of irradiated cells in HOM
(15–60 min) was reﬂected in the formation of new γH2AX foci, the
size and number of which progressively increased with time of
incubation (Figs. 7A and 8A, B). γH2AX foci were formed even in non-
irradiated cells during a prolonged incubation in HOM, indicatinginduction of DSB under these conditions (Fig. 9A) However, the
formation of γH2AX foci was not followed by assembly of repair
complexes and colocalization of foci with repair proteins in HOM (Figs.
8A and 9A for 53BP, not shown for NBS1, BRCA1, ATM etc.). In addition,
the number of cells positively labeled for annexin increased
concomitantly with the time of incubation in HOM, indicating a
growing fraction of cells at the beginning of apoptosis (as already
shown at Fig. 7A). The loss of vitality of cells exposed to HOM for long
time is manifested also by their inability to restore the chromatin
structure when transferred to normal medium (Fig. 9A).
These results show that short incubation (<10 min) of cells in HOM
during and after irradiation induces reversible changes of chromatin
structure and stalling of DSB repair; however, cells treated in this
medium for longer were unable to repair DSB damage, and were
forced into apoptosis even when transferred to isotonic medium.
3.3.2. Chromatin decondensation
The inﬂuence of chromatin decondensation on DSB induction and
repair was studied in hypoosmotic medium (HypoOM, 140 mOsm).
Surprisingly, HypoOM-treated cells for 10 min developed a chromatin
texture similar to that induced by HOM: bundles of intensely labeled
condensed chromatin distributed through the nucleus. However,
these bundles were wider (swollen), and the nuclear space encom-
passing these bundles was largely ﬁlled with chromatin of low density
(Fig. 8C), in contrast to thewide interchromatin space formed in HOM.
Moreover, unlike to the rapid restoration of chromatin structure in
cells incubated for 10 min in HOM, the similar chromatin texture that
developed in cells treated with HypoOM only slowly returned to the
normal state after their transfer into normal medium (Fig. 8C).
Themean number of DSBs induced per cell irradiatedwith a dose of
1.5 or 3 Gy and incubated in HypoOM for 10min (irradiation during the
ﬁfth minute of incubation) was signiﬁcantly higher (31 and 45.4
respectively, P=3.50e−5 for 1.5 Gy) than that induced in cells incubated
in normal isotonic medium (26.5 and 38.7 respectively) (Fig. 7D).
Moreover, DSB repair in HypoOM-cells10 minwas evidently slower than
in control cells (Fig. 7E). While the mean number of DSBs per nucleus
fell to 7.86 in controls (irradiatedwith 1.5Gy) at 4 h PI, in cells incubated
for 10 min in HypoOM prior to their transfer to normal medium for 4 h
this value only dropped to 10.41DSBs/nucleus. Comparedwith cells not
exposed to HypoOM, 10 min incubation in this medium before
replacing cells in normal medium resulted in a higher fraction of cells
containing breaks (usually 1 or 2) even at 24 h PI (Fig. 8D). These results
indicate higher sensitivity of chromatin decondensed by HypoOM to
DSB induction, and a reduction of DSB repair long after the initial short
incubation in HypoOM. However, despite these observations, and
contrary to HOM-cells10 min, the majority of γH2AX foci colocalized
with repair proteins even in HypoOM medium (Fig. 8C).
3.3.3. DSB induction and repair in the presence of trichostatin A
If human ﬁbroblasts were cultured for 12 h before and 10 min after
irradiation (1.50 or 3.0 Gy) in normal medium containing 0.2 μM or
1 μM TSA, the mean number of DSBs counted was slightly higher than
in control cells (29.6±1.1 and 29.0±1.0 respectively, Fig. 7D).
Surprisingly, while this number of DSBs differed signiﬁcantly from
that in normal medium only in the case of 1 μM TSA (P=0.19 and 0.05
for 0.2 μM and 1.0 μM TSA, respectively, in contrast to P=3.50e−5 after
the HypoOM treatment), the repair of DSB damage was reduced
considerably at both drug concentrations (Fig. 7E). Even 24 h after
the cell irradiation (1.5 Gy), a large fraction of cells remained (88.5%,
s.d.=4.4%) that contained two or more unrepaired DSBs in TSA-
treated (1 μM) cells, whereas only 34.8% (s.d.=8.7%) of nuclei were
DSB-positive (containing 1 to 2 breaks) in controls (Fig. 8D).
Moreover, if repair proceeded in the absence of TSA following
incubation with this drug (1 μM) for 12 h before and 10 min after
irradiation, the fraction of DSB-positive cells was reduced to 58.8%
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level and is about the same as in cells irradiated and incubated in
HypoOM for 10 min PI before their transfer to normal medium.
Colocalization of γH2AX foci with repair proteins was not disrupted
in TSA-treated cells and started early after irradiation, similarly to
the HypoOM-treated cells and contrary to the HOM-treated cells.Together, these results show that short incubation of cells in TSA
hinders the repair of DSBs, similarly to HypoOM, but does not
markedly inﬂuence the number of radiation-induced DSB lesions
(Fig. 7D, E). Moreover, contrary to HypoOM, TSA treatment induced
less distinct changes in chromatin structure. Chromatin texture
visualized by TOPRO-3 staining (Fig. 8C) consisted of a more
2409M. Falk et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1783 (2008) 2398–2414homogeneous distribution of chromatin than in control cell nuclei.
The changes in DSB induction and repair induced by HOM, HypoOM
and TSA treatments are summarized in Table 1.
4. Discussion
It is generally believed that open chromatin containing active
genes is more sensitive to radiation damage than compact chromatin,
however direct proofs are still absent. For the ﬁrst time, using
immunoFISH method, we have directly visualized double-strand
breaks (marked by γH2AX) together with functionally and structurally
distinct genetic loci and also whole chromosome territories in situ
under physiological conditions. Our results on chromatin sensitivity
obtained by comparison of functionally and structurally different
chromatin domains show (Fig. 5) that condensed chromatin in the
anti-RIDGE region (low density of expressed genes) [10] is much less
susceptible to DSB induction by γ-rays than decondensed chromatin
in the RIDGE, characterized by an extremely high density of highly
expressed genes. Chromatin condensation in the anti-RIDGE is 40%
higher [4, our unpublished results] than that of the RIDGE (of the same
length), and the number of DSBs induced in the anti-RIDGE regionwas
76% lower than in the RIDGE, despite both regions being the same
length. A difference in sensitivity to radiation damage was also
observed for chromosomes containing high (HSA19 and HSA11) and
low densities of genes (HSA4, HSA18 and HSA2). This difference was,
however, not so great (about 50%), probably because neither group of
chromosomes contains only condensed or decondensed chromatin,
unlike the RIDGE and anti-RIDGE. These results show that chromatin
structure is one of the most important factors that determine DNA
susceptibility to γ-radiation damage, with decondensed, open,
genetically active chromatin being more sensitive. The same conclu-
sions also follow from studies of DSB distribution inside the cell
nucleus, as well as in individual chromosomal territories (CTs) (Fig. 4A,
C). Simultaneous visualization of γH2AX foci and individual chromo-
some territories of HSA2, HSA4, HSA11, HSA18 and HSA19 by
immunoFISH (Fig. 2C) also revealed that DSB lesions arise preferen-
tially in weakly stained subdomains of the CTs, independently of the
average characteristics of the whole chromosome, such as gene
density.
Wewere interested whether, apart from higher amount of proteins
in heterochromatin, the only higher chromatin condensation per se
also contributes to a lower sensitivity of heterochromatin for DSB
induction and efﬁciency of their repair. Therefore, we followed
radiation sensitivity of hypercondensed chromatin induced by
hyperosmotic conditions without participation of additional proteins.
Hyperosmotic treatment is known to condense chromatin [23,24] and,
in addition, it inhibits growth of tumor [25] and sensitize cells to
radiation [24]. It is therefore important to determine, whether these
effects are functionally related, in other words, whether therapeuti-Fig. 7. Impact on cell viability, DSB repair, chromatin structure, formation ofγH2AX foci and the
media with different osmolarities. (A) Green line: increase in themean number of DSBs per ce
transferred to isotonicmedium for 10minbeforeﬁxation to allowdevelopmentof countableγH
theperiodof incubation inHOM. (B)Mean fractions of cells containingunrepairedDSBs after 24
were incubated in HOM for 10 min, (including irradiation with 1.5 Gy). Control cells were not
mediawith different osmolarities, showing the formation of γH2AX (green) and its colocalizat
medium, and incubated in this medium for 10 min PI; the second nucleus was irradiated in HO
dispersed as very small dots with non-overlapping distribution. Only about 4.4% of γH2AX col
irradiated inHOM, and transferred to isotonicmedium for the next 10min PI. Foci of γH2AX (gr
of a normal nucleus. (D) The mean number of DSBs induced by doses of 1.5 Gy (graph) and 3 G
before irradiation, transferred to isotonic immediately after irradiation for further 10 min
hyperosmoticmedium (570mOsm); HypoOM: hypoosmoticmedium (140mOsm); TSA: incub
0.2 μM(red), HypoOM (dark blue), HOM (blue). Table: Statistical parameters (unpaired t-test) c
different osmolarities or to TSA (green: P>0.05, orange: P≤0.05, red: P≤10−3). (E) The decreas
1.5 Gy in media of different osmolarities, and at 10 min PI transferred to the isotonic mediu
hyperosmotic medium (570 mOsm); Hypo: hypoosmotic medium (140 mOsm); TSA: trichost
trichostatin A (0.2 μM) for 12 h before irradiation and transfer to isotonic medium 10 min PI.cally induced cell killing is caused by changes of chromatin structure,
sensitivity to DSB induction and efﬁciency of their repair.
Our results show, that short-time exposure of cells to hyperosmo-
tic (HOM) medium induced chromatin hypercondensation (HCC) into
a network of bundles separated by a contiguous network of large
interchromatin channels (ICC) (Fig. 7C) that was rapidly restored to
normal chromatin structure after cell transfer to normal medium as
already described by [23]. We expected that HCC would protect DNA
against damage from γ-radiation. Contrary to our expectation, the
sensitivity of HCC, determined as the total number of γH2AX foci per
nucleus, remained the same as that of chromatin in cells irradiated in
normal medium (ISO).
Together, these results show that condensed chromatin (function-
ally usually equivalent to heterochromatin) in the cell nucleus protects
DNA against damage by γ-radiation, contrary to hypercondensation
induced by HOM. The explanation for these different protective effects
of these two types of condensed chromatin could reside in their
dissimilar way of compaction, and consequently their distinct
structure. Physiological heterochromatin is formed with the assis-
tance of chromatin binding proteins (e.g. HP1) [33,34] and is
characterized by speciﬁc epigenetic modiﬁcations (DNA and histone
tail methylation, and absence of histone acetylation, reviewed in [35]);
the higher density of linker histone H1 in heterochromatin could also
contribute to the observed differences [36,37]. Chromatin binding
proteins form the principal protective barrier against ionizing
radiation (diminishing the accessibility of radicals to the DNA, and
themselves reacting with these radicals) [38,39]. The concentration of
DNA-binding proteins is lower in open decondensed chromatin, as it is
also the density of chromatin per volume unit [40]. Since these
proteins require speciﬁc histone modiﬁcations to bind to DNA, it is
very improbable that their amount per unit of chromatin is increased
by chromatin hypercondensation in HOM, and therefore the sensitiv-
ity of this HCC remains unchanged. Immunochemical detections of the
principal epigenetic markers of constitutive heterochromatin (tri-
methylated histone H3K9, HP1α and β proteins) as well as those
(dimethylated H3K9 and HP1 proteins) determining silenced euchro-
matin (facultative heterochromatin) show that there are hypercon-
densed chromatin domains in the HOM-treated nuclei that are
intensively labeled by TOPRO-3 (chromatin dye) but not with
antibodies against mentioned heterochromatic markers (Fig. 9B).
The mechanism of hypercondensation is not yet understood, but a
high concentration of cations and the resulting decrease in the
negative charge of the DNA backbone may play an essential role
[41,42]. HCC is probably formed by the contraction of relaxed
chromatin, due to the decrease in the negative charge of the DNA in
the high concentration of salts, without the participation of additional
proteins. This chromatin is not, therefore, protected against damage,
and its sensitivity to ionizing radiation remains the same as that in
cells with a normal distribution of hetero- and euchromatin.ir colocalizationwith53BP, of short andprolonged incubation of irradiated cells (1.5Gy) in
ll in the dependence on incubation time in HOM. After incubation in HOM, the cells were
2AX foci. Red line: thedependenceof annexinpositivity (beginning stage of apoptosis) on
h incubationPI in normal (isotonic)medium.Before transfer to isotonicmedium, the cells
exposed to HOM. (C) Examples of nuclei irradiated with a dose of 1 Gy, and incubated in
ionwith 53BP (red) at the sites of DSBs. The ﬁrst nucleuswas irradiated in normal isotonic
M and incubated in HOM for 10 min after irradiation; γH2AX (green) and 53BP (red) are
ocalize with 53BP. The third nucleus was incubated in HOM for 10 min before irradiation,
een) colocalizingwith 53BP (red) are formed, and the chromatin structure resembles that
y (histogram) in human ﬁbroblasts incubated inmediawith different osmolarities 10min
and ﬁxed. Evaluation was effected in about 60 nuclei. ISO: isotonic medium; HOM:
ation for 12 h before irradiation and for 10min PI. Histogram: control isotonic (green), TSA
omparing differences in DSB repair between control cells and cells exposed tomediawith
e in the number of DSBs (γH2AX) during 4 h PI. The cells were irradiated with a dose of
m for different periods of time. Control: normal isotonic medium (290 mOsm); Hyper:
atin A (1 μM) for 12 h before irradiation and after irradiation until cell ﬁxation; TSA-ISO:
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Fig. 9. Induction of γH2AX foci in nuclei of non-irradiated human ﬁbroblasts exposed to HOM for 60min and nuclear distribution of epigenetic markers of constitutive and facultative
heterochromatin compared for HOM-treated (10 min) and control cells. (A) Examples of three nuclei exposed to HOM for 60 min followed by 10 min incubation in normal medium
before cell ﬁxation. Green foci of γH2AX indicate induced DSBs, small red dots represent 53BP. The colocalization of two of these foci is seen in the third nucleus, indicating that the
nucleus is still surviving, contrary to the ﬁrst two nuclei. However, neither the third nucleus is completely recovered from the long HOM-treatment as reﬂected in the incompletely
restored chromatin texture. The chromatin of the ﬁrst two nuclei still remains completely hypercondensed, indication initiation of apoptosis. (B) Immunochemical detection of
epigenetic markers of condensed chromatin in control and hypercondensed nuclei (incubated for 10 min in HOM before ﬁxation). Chromatin is labeled by TOPRO-3 (blue), HP1 α
(green), HP1β, dimethylated histone H3K9 and trimethylated H3K9 are red. It can be seen that there are hypercondensed chromatin domains also in the HOM-treated nuclei that are
intensively labeled by TOPRO-3 (chromatin dye) but not by the antibodies against to the mentioned heterochromatic proteins. This indicates that HOM-induced hypercondensed
chromatin is formed without participation of heterochromatic proteins, contrary to physiological heterochromatin.
2411M. Falk et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1783 (2008) 2398–2414Exposure of cells to HOM for 10 min, unlike prolonged exposure,
did not inﬂuence either DSB induction or DSB repair after their
transfer to ISO (Fig. 7). However HOM prevented DSB repair and
colocalization of repair proteins with γH2AX foci (Fig. 7). The results of
Albiez et al. [23] show stalling of other physiological processes such asFig. 8.DSB induction and repair in γ-irradiated (1.5 Gy) human skin ﬁbroblasts relative to the
of TSA. (A) Examples of irradiated nuclei incubated for different periods of time in HOM,
Emerging colocalization seems to be accidental because of a large amount of red foci and th
after 10, 30 and 60min of cells exposure to HOM, respectively. The ﬁrst nucleus (control) was
various numbers of DSBs induced by exposure to HOM for different times (0–60 min) and th
structure, formation of γH2AX foci and their colocalization with DSB-repair proteins in med
HypoOM (5 min – IR – 5 min): incubation for 5 min in hypoosmotic medium before, during
irradiation in hypoosmotic medium, followed by 10 min incubation PI in isotonic medium; T
including irradiation. (D) Mean fractions of cells containing unrepaired DSBs after 24 h incub
incubated for 10 min, including irradiation inmedia of different osmolarities. Incubationwith
10 min after irradiation (TSA-Iso), followed by transfer to isotonic medium for 24 h.transcription and replication in HOM, probably as a result of an
inhibitory effect of the increased ionic concentration. A high
concentration of ions can probably inhibit the activity of many
enzymes; it could also alter mutual interactions among proteins,
between proteins and DNA, and reduce protein movements [43],time of these cells exposure to themediawith different osmolarities and in the presence
showing the formation of γH2AX (green) foci that do not colocalize with 53BP (red).
e increasing size of green foci. 4.4%, 14% and 12.6% of green foci colocalize with red foci
incubated for 10min PI in isotonic medium (0min in HOM). (B) Distribution of cells with
an transferred to isotonic medium for 24 h before evaluation. (C) Changes of chromatin
ia with different osmolarities: ISO (control): incubation in isotonic medium for 10 min;
and after irradiation; HypoOM+ISO (10+10 min): incubation 10 min before and during
SA (12 h – IR – 10 min): incubation with 1 μm TSA 12 h before irradiation and 10 min PI,
ation PI in normal (isotonic) medium. Before transfer to isotonic medium, the cells were
1 μmTSAwas for 12 h before and 24 h after irradiation (TSA), or for 12 h before and only
Table 1
Comparison of changes of chromatin structure, DSB induction and efﬁciency of DSB repair induced by hypertonic (HOM), hypotonic (HypoOM) and trichostatin (TSA) treatments
Treatment of cells
before and during
irradiation (1.5 Gy)
No. of DSBs Chromatin structure γH2AX foci Colocalization of
γH2AX foci
with repair proteins
Reversibility of changes
induced in chromatin structure
after transmission to isotonic
The rate of DSB repair
after transmission
to isotonic
Isotonic (control) 26.4 100% Normal + +
HOM 26.2 99.24% Changeda − (early PI) − Rapid Rapid (as in control)
+ (20min PIb)
HypoOM 31.0 117.42% Changedc + + Very slow Very slow
TSA (0.2 μM) 29.0 109.85% Slightly changedd + + Slow Very slow
TSA (1.0 μM) 29.6 112.12% Slightly changedd + + Slow Very slow
a Condensed bundles encompassed by wide channels of interchromatin space, unstained by chromatin dyes.
b Foci started to appear approximately 20 min PI and their size continually increased to values slightly larger than in control cells.
c Swelled bundles of condensed chromatin encompassed by thinner channels ﬁlled with decondensed chromatin.
d Chromatin more diffused and locally more decondensed.
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ing DSB repair. In accordance with this supposition is our observation
that well developed foci of γH2AX colocalizingwith 53BP in irradiated
cells incubated for 20 min in ISO medium disappear, and are replaced
bymany small dots of both proteins, which do not colocalizewith each
other after transferring cells into HOM for 10 min (not shown).
We observed that longer (>10 min) exposure of irradiated and
also of unirradiated cells to HOM results in an increase in the number
of DSBs and annexin positivity (Figs. 7A and 8A, B). This indicates that
HOM poses a stress for the cells that could be intensiﬁed by the
presence of unrepaired DSBs. If these conditions persist for a longer
time than can be tolerated by the cell, it is forced into apoptosis.
Additional DSBs detected in cells exposed to HOM could probably be
induced by nucleases, activated in the early stages of apoptosis
[44,45], but also by the loss of water and changes in chromatin
conformation. The above described effects of hypertonic, especially
inhibition of DSB repair and secondary damage of chromatin, thus
could explain recently described successful therapy of VX2 liver
carcinoma in rabbits, by injection of hypertonic solution [25].
Summarizing these results, we propose that the increased radio-
sensitivity of cells exposed to HOM [24] is brought about by
inhibition of DSB repair, leading to apoptosis and not by the
increased induction of DSBs by radiation. It is necessary to note
that results obtained for hypertonic treatment exceeding about
15 min brings new important information concerning the synergic
killing of irradiated cells but are not convenient for the study of
physiological processes (e.g. DSB repair).
Irradiation of cells in hypoOM followed by short (10 min) exposure
to this medium led to a signiﬁcant increase in DSB induction, as well as
reduced rate of repair after the transfer of cells to ISO (P=10e−3) (Fig.
7D, E). The chromatin structure of cells incubated in hypoOM was
noticeably changed, forming swollen bundles of condensed chroma-
tin, branched throughout the nucleus in the similar way as bundles of
hypercondensed chromatin in cells exposed to HOM (Fig. 8C). The
similarity of branched condensed chromatin structure in hypoOM to
the hypercondensed bundles induced in HOM supports the concept of
a global 3D chromatin network, established in early G1, as proposed by
Gerlich et al. [46] and Walter et al. [47], and also supported by the
ﬁndings of Albiez et al. [23], who showed the stability of chromatin
bundles during repeated NCC-HCC-NCC cycles (NCC, normally con-
densed chromatin). Contrary to HCC induced during the short-time
(<10 min) incubation in HOM, which is completely reversible after
transfer of the cells to ISO, chromatin changes developed in hypoOM
return to normal (Fig. 8C) only very slowly (2 h PI or more). The
explanation for this slow reversibility could reside in the more
profound changes of chromatin structure: The decrease of cation
concentration probably results in destabilization of nucleosome
structure, especially in decondensed chromatin. It has been shown
that nucleosome conformation is strongly dependent on ionic
strength [48]. A low concentration of ions thus could inﬂuence the
structure of DNA, via modiﬁed interactions of its phosphate groupswith basic amino-acid residues of the histone octamer [49]. Such a
disturbance of physiological chromatin structure that persists even
when the hypoOM conditions were removed could be responsible for
the low efﬁciency of DSB repair.
As HDAC inhibitors are currently used in clinical trials, because of
their promising anticancer effects [50], and are used as additives, or
synergistic with conventional cancer therapies such as radiotherapy
[51], we used one of these inhibitors, TSA, to evaluate DSB induction
and repair efﬁciency in human ﬁbroblasts. The effect of TSA was
evaluated for whole chromatin, and separately for condensed and
decondensed chromatin of selected chromosomes, RIDGE and anti-
RIDGE regions (Figs. 5 and 6). Surprisingly, we observed only a small
non-signiﬁcant increase of DSB induction in whole nuclei of cells
exposed to TSA for 12 h before irradiation (with doses of 1.5 Gy and
3 Gy of γ-rays) and in chromosomes with more condensed
chromatin (HSA4, HSA18 and HSA2), while the number of DSBs
was the same as in untreated control cells in chromosomes with a
high level of decondensed chromatin. The increased number of DSBs
induced in condensed chromatin of cells treated with TSA before
irradiation could be related to globally increased acetylation of
histones, leading to reversible decondensation of dense chromatin
regions, as found by Tóth et al. [28]. Our observation of a more
homogenous distribution of chromatin in nuclei exposed to TSA (Fig.
8C) and a slightly higher induction of DSBs in heterochromatic
chromosomes (Fig. 6), is consistent with the observed TSA-induced
relaxation of condensed chromatin domains containing several
megabase pairs of DNA [28].
The signiﬁcant decrease of DSB-repair efﬁciency in cells treated
with TSA, especially in the decondensed chromatin of the RIDGE,
contrasts with the observation of only small changes in DSB induction.
In this region, the number of DSBs was reduced 5.2 times after 4 h of
repair (relative to the values immediately PI) in untreated cells, but
was only reduced 2.9 times in cells treated with 1 μM TSA. Similarly,
for chromosomes containing a high density of genes, and therefore a
higher level of decondensed chromatin (HSA19 and HSA11), this
reduction was 4.6 times in untreated cells, and only 2.7 times in TSA-
treated cells. For chromosomes with a low gene density and more
condensed chromatin, the difference in repair efﬁciency between the
untreated and treated cells was lower 3 times for HSA2 and 2.3 times
for HSA18 and HSA4. The small difference between the TSA-treated
and untreated cells was found also for the anti-RIDGE (2.1 times and
1.7 times, respectively). These results show a signiﬁcant dependence
of the repair efﬁciency on chromatin structure in untreated cells, and a
decrease of this efﬁciency, especially in open chromatin, in TSA-
treated cells.
Numerous studies have already shown that HDAC inhibitors can
enhance radiosensitivity of various cancer cell lines [51,52], but the
mechanism by which HDAC inhibitors enhance this sensitivity in
human cells remains unclear. The long-lasting acetylation of histones,
creating open chromatin, could be the main reason for the slowdown
of DSB repair in cells exposed to TSA. Our earlier results [6] showed
2413M. Falk et al. / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1783 (2008) 2398–2414that increased acetylation in the region of γH2AX foci (developed
immediately after DSB induction) was soon replaced by histone
modiﬁcation typical for condensed chromatin (decreased acetylation
of H4K5 and increased methylation of H3K9). These relatively rapid
changes in epigenetic modiﬁcation of both histones in the proximity
of DSBs indicate the necessity for conversion from less to more
condensed chromatin during repair. This condensation is probably not
possible in the presence of HDAC inhibitor, and could lead to decreases
in repair efﬁciency. In addition, repair efﬁciency could also be
inﬂuenced by more indirect effects of increased histone acetylation,
including recruitment of chromatin-remodeling complexes [53,54]
and other chromosomal proteins [55] that modify higher-order
chromatin conformation.
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